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In STAR MAP Nancy Anne Miller writes through the four seasons of Northwestern Connecticut beginning
with winter in “It Hints of Madness” with “icicles/ drooling from roofs, constant snow/ a kind of foaming”
and ending in autumn, when she opens the poem “Tonic” with “Who knew death could dazzle?” These
poems cover the decades Miller has lived in a bucolic setting. They show her early alignment with the British
School of Martian Poetry and the years she learned to interpret the seasons through Dickey’s “adventure of
metaphor.” In the poem “Star Map,” “The frost on my windshield with/ connecting white stellar shapes is/ a
star map to guide me.” The collection steadily maps a Bermudian poet coming to terms with a new
country where New England is “Not England” and instead is a place: “four full/ seasons the terrain changes
into,/ a mad search for identity and whom to be.”
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From reader reviews:
Robert Prather:
Playing with family in the park, coming to see the water world or hanging out with close friends is thing that
usually you could have done when you have spare time, subsequently why you don't try thing that really
opposite from that. Just one activity that make you not experiencing tired but still relaxing, trilling like on
roller coaster you have been ride on and with addition of knowledge. Even you love Star Map, you can enjoy
both. It is fine combination right, you still wish to miss it? What kind of hang-out type is it? Oh come on its
mind hangout folks. What? Still don't buy it, oh come on its referred to as reading friends.

Phillip Patten:
Would you one of the book lovers? If yes, do you ever feeling doubt when you are in the book store? Try to
pick one book that you just dont know the inside because don't judge book by its handle may doesn't work is
difficult job because you are afraid that the inside maybe not because fantastic as in the outside appear likes.
Maybe you answer can be Star Map why because the fantastic cover that make you consider concerning the
content will not disappoint you actually. The inside or content is actually fantastic as the outside or perhaps
cover. Your reading 6th sense will directly direct you to pick up this book.

Alva Sexton:
This Star Map is great reserve for you because the content which is full of information for you who all
always deal with world and have to make decision every minute. This particular book reveal it data
accurately using great manage word or we can state no rambling sentences within it. So if you are read that
hurriedly you can have whole data in it. Doesn't mean it only provides you with straight forward sentences
but tough core information with attractive delivering sentences. Having Star Map in your hand like finding
the world in your arm, data in it is not ridiculous one particular. We can say that no book that offer you
world inside ten or fifteen moment right but this guide already do that. So , this is certainly good reading
book. Hey there Mr. and Mrs. busy do you still doubt that?

Alberto Kimble:
Reading a book for being new life style in this yr; every people loves to study a book. When you study a
book you can get a lot of benefit. When you read guides, you can improve your knowledge, mainly because
book has a lot of information in it. The information that you will get depend on what kinds of book that you
have read. If you wish to get information about your review, you can read education books, but if you want
to entertain yourself read a fiction books, this kind of us novel, comics, as well as soon. The Star Map will
give you a new experience in reading through a book.
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